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PEOPLE PROTECTION BARRIER
OPTION A

LIGHT WEIGHT ALUMINUM FRAME with
BRANDED CLEAR ACRYLIC SCREEN

#covid19prevention
#washyourhands
#keepyourdistance
#covid19prevention

LIGHT WEIGHT ALUMINUM FRAME with BRANDED CLEAR ACRYLIC SCREEN

PEOPLE PROTECTION BARRIER OPTION B
PEOPLE PROTECTION BARRIER OPTION C

LIGHT WEIGHT ALUMINUM FRAME with BRANDED CLEAR ACRYLIC SCREEN + FINS
BRANDED FLOOR DECALS
EASILY INSTALLED + REMOVED
ONTO ANY FLOOR SURFACE
Specifications

Option A: 79” w x 47” h - w/Feet (Custom Sizes Available)
Frame system with acrylic face, assembled by the owner.
Estimated frame weight 28lbs
Estimated acrylic weight 40 lbs

Option B: 158” w x 47” h - w/Returns (14”) (Custom Sizes Available)
Frame system with acrylic face, assembled by the owner.
Estimated frame weight 55lbs
Estimated acrylic weight 120 lbs

Option C: 158” w x 47” h - w/Return (14”) Customer Barriers 96” X 28”
Frame system with acrylic face, assembled by the owner.
Estimated frame weight 120lbs
Estimated acrylic weight 240 lbs

Hand Washing instructions Poster
Light Weight Printed Board
(Custom Sizes Available)
Estimated weight 4 lbs

Floor decals
24” diameter quantity of (6)
Does not include freight cost
Estimated weight for shipping
UPS 4 lbs
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